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At its first meeting of heads of state and government, the Group of 77 (G-77) held a South Summit in
Havana, April 10-14. The delegates adopted a final declaration that fell somewhere between the hot
rhetoric and radical proposals for drastic overhaul in the global economic system made by Cuban
President Fidel Castro and the moderate reforms proposed in Washington by the US. The G-77
was created in Geneva in 1964 as forum to represent the interests of poor countries mostly of the
southern regions before international bodies. Until the Havana meeting, the G-77 had functioned at
the ministerial level.
Originally composed of 77 developing nations, it has grown to 133 members, of which 122 sent
delegations to Havana. Sixty-six members are from Africa and the Middle East, 32 from Latin
American and the Caribbean, 30 from Asia and the Pacific, and five are from Europe. The member
states comprise about 80% of the world's population but include some of the world's poorest. Julius
Nyerere, former president of Tanzania, once called the G-77 "a kind of union of the poor," whose
unity was based on opposition.
Describing the summit's goals, G-77 chairman Arthur Mbanefo of Nigeria said, "Developing
countries face today the challenge of formulating a common vision and constructing a platform for
collective action in order to achieve a comprehensive formulation and forceful articulation of their
shared concerns and objectives."

Castro proposes scrapping IMF
Addressing the South Summit, Castro urged radical reforms in the global economic structure.
Castro has made some of these proposals before, such as foreign-debt cancellation and unity behind
new mechanisms designed to equalize North-South power relations. The South Summit gave him
his largest platform so far for proposing change. However, the final declaration did not cast its ideas
in Castro's terms.
In his speech, Castro called for no less than a massive transformation of the North-dominated
global system and redistribution downward of power over multilateral organizations such as the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and the World Trade Organization (WTO).
Castro called for the "demolition" of the IMF, which he said did not provide economic stability.
As a substitute for the IMF, he proposed a democratic body, without veto power for any member, to
regulate international finance and end "uncontrolled speculation." The body would be funded with
a 1% tax on speculative financial transactions, which would raise more than US$1 billion per year.
The funds would support "a true, sustainable and integrated development in the Third World,"
Castro said.
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The word "sustainable" has long been a key to Castro's critique of the market-driven economies
of the North. He believes there is no long-term viability in an economic system dependent on the
incessant exploitation of resources to serve a consumer culture. His formula for altering the system
was to create a new organization for projects for developing nations designed for their economies,
instead of for the benefit of the industrialized North. "Either we unite and cooperate closely or we
wait for death," he said.
One form of South unity would have petroleum-producing countries in the South reduce their
crude-oil prices for poor nations as a form of foreign aid, compensating themselves by charging
higher prices to rich countries.
Illustrating internal differences among G-77 members that work against acting in unison,
Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez rejected the idea of differential market prices for oil as
unworkable. "There are agreements signed by the [Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries]
OPEC countries that make the idea not viable." Venezuela is the current president of the oilmarketing cartel OPEC. Chavez suggested instead the reactivation of the San Jose Pact, under which
Mexico and Venezuela provide oil to Central America and the Caribbean at preferential prices.
Mexico, as a partner with Canada and the US in the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), sees the global system as less threatening than does Castro. Mexican Foreign Secretary
Rosario Green said it was better to transform the IMF than to demolish it. She denied that Mexico
was subordinate to the IMF, but rather a participant in its policy formation. As for confrontation
with the North, she said that was something from the 1970s that had ceased to exist. "Now there is a
sense of full globalization," said Green.

Foreign debts are "unpayable and uncollectible"
Castro lambasted neoliberal policies and said that after two decades they had created "an economic
and social disaster" and more poverty in Latin America than at any time in history. Foreign debts
in the South were "unpayable and uncollectible" and constituted a "time bomb." The debt, he said,
was political, not economic, and needed a political solution.
The North's principal debt-cancellation mechanism is the World Bank's Initiative for Heavily
Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC), but its cumbersome procedures and limited funding have not
greatly relieved the combined US$2.5 trillion debt of the poorest nations, said Castro. The total
amount HIPC has canceled in four years is only US$2.7 billion, a third of what the US spends yearly
on cosmetics, he said. "We need a Nuremberg [trial] to try the economic order they have imposed
on us, which every three years kills more men, women, and children from hunger and preventable
diseases than the Second World War killed in six years," he said.
Prime Minister Said Musa of Belize made the same point but without suggesting poverty-crimes
trials. He said, "One day, humankind will be called to account: How come you never made a
connection between growing poverty for the many and booming wealth for a few?" Castro was also
not alone in denouncing Northern trade policies. Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohammad
defended some aspects of free trade but said it should not be forced on every developing country.
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He accused "rogue currency traders" of provoking a monetary crisis in Malaysia and elsewhere in
East Asia.
Under the present system, "millions were thrown out of work and made destitute," he said. "The
international economic institutions moved in ostensibly to help with loans but in reality to facilitate
the takeover of the country's economy and even politics." To counterbalance the advantages that
currency traders and investors have in the globalized system, he called for the free flow of labor
across borders, "just as the powerful corporations of the rich must be allowed to compete with their
tiny counterparts in the poor countries." Prime Minister Musa said the austerity regimen imposed
by the IMF on Belize did not improve his country's poverty rate. "They told us these measures
would stabilize our economy," he said. "Instead, they have stabilized poverty."

Delegates ask for cooperation with the North
The declaration's main themes are requests for sharing the benefits of globalization with the poor,
providing greater access by the South to new technologies, and improving both North-South and
South-South relations. It avoided confrontational rhetoric aimed at the developed countries and
ignored Castro's wish for war-crimes-style judgment of the global order. But adoption of Castro's
analysis and solutions was clearly a negotiable Cuban demand at the summit.
Abelardo Moreno, Cuban Foreign Relations Vice Minister who chaired the technical committee that
wrote the draft declaration, said it would avoid confrontation. The declaration seeks out areas of
agreement where North and South might cooperate "to make economic relations more just, more
equitable," he said. The declaration appealed to the North's generosity, asking for cooperation on
poverty, debt, technology transfers, and stepped-up aid along the lines of UN Secretary-General
Kofi Annan's assertion at the summit that "we have to engage the power of private investment."
Delegates reminded the North that the 21 members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) had not followed through on a promise made in 1969 to earmark 0.7% of
their GDP to help fund development in the South (see Chronicle, 1991-10-01). The declaration notes
that, except for the Scandinavian countries and a few others, the current percentage of aid is 23%
less than the amount allocated in the 1980s.
The delegates also asked for transparency and democratic representation in the UN Security
Council. G-7 industrialized countries agree on reforms for IMF As the summit ended, protestors
gathered in Washington to send some of the same messages of dissatisfaction to the IMF and World
Bank, which began their annual meetings on April 16.
Before leaving Havana, Mbanefo gave the protestors the summit's "full backing and solidarity." In
contrast to Castro's radical proposals and the more moderate summit declaration, the developed
nations were agreeing on modest reforms of the IMF that did not address the poor nations'
summit concerns. Ministers from G-7 nations agreed in Washington on April 15 to US proposals
for streamlining the IMF's lending practices. The proposals, suggested last year by US Treasury
Secretary Lawrence Summers, would mean more flexible interest rates for borrowers and more
short-term emergency loans instead of long-term arrangements that involve the IMF deeply in
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national economic policies. This means short-term borrowers who borrow infrequently would get
the lowest rates.
The New York Times reported that because finance ministers from the G-7 countries the US, Japan,
and the other principal Northern economies provide most of IMF's funding and most of the votes on
IMF policy, it is likely the IMF will adopt the G-7 recommendations.
Critics of the plan say that many poor nations who rely on frequent, even continuous, long-term
structural-adjustment loans will pay higher rates without necessarily ending their dependency on
IMF money and its rigid austerity requirements.
While G-77 nations may see free trade as a loss of power over their economies and their defense of
national currencies, G-7 ministers see free trade as the quickest route to alleviating poverty in the
South. During the week of the South Summit, IMF official Stanley Fischer reaffirmed the ideal of
globalization as "the only way we are going to raise people around the world to the same level as
people in industrialized countries."
During the same week, the World Bank, which has become increasingly concerned about intractable
poverty, reported that the recent financial crises in Southeast Asia, Brazil, and Russia had worsened
poverty in much of the developing world. Some 57% of the world's population shares just 6% of its
income, the report said. [Sources: Xinhua, 02/09/00; Inter Press Service, 04/08/00; The Miami Herald,
04/09/00; Agence France-Presse, Granma (Cuba), 04/12/00; Word Data Research Center (Cuba),
03/11/00, 04/10/00, 04/12/00; Spanish News Service EFE, 04/13/00; Notimex, 03/10/00, 03/23/00,
03/29/00, 04/13/00, 04/14/00; Spanish News Service EFE, The New York Times, 04/15/00; Associated
Press, 03/24/00, 04/13/00, 04/14/00, 04/15/00, 04/18/00]
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